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transmission by any type of penetrative sex. The results of
this study may be used, however, to help assess the degree of
risk for those who find celibacy unacceptable.

Heterosexuals may be less efficient at transmitting HIV,
but the virus can certainly pass from men to women and from
women to men during vaginal intercourse.3 And whatever
their sexual orientation, those who have multiple sexual
partners not only increase their chances ofencountering HIV
but also are more likely to acquire other sexually transmitted
diseases, which may facilitate HIV transmission.

Despite worries of a heterosexual epidemic there is little
evidence of this happening yet outside Africa. In the USA
96% of cases of AIDS belong to recognised risk groups-a
figure that has remained constant for years.4 In Britain the
Public Health Laboratory Service in its national surveillance
of HIV antibody testing has not noted an outbreak in those
without risk factors (McAvoy M, personal communication),
and the low prevalence of antibodies to HIV in blood donors
is further evidence against an impending epidemic. One
explanation for these observations is that people choose
sexual partners from their own social circle with very little
mixing. This sexual insularity will tend to slow the advance
of HIV.
HIV may well become endemic outside the current risk

groups, but this could take years and might never be
extensive. The question thus arises whether large sums of
money earmarked for an advertising campaign might be
better spent on improving treatment facilities or on basic
research. An education campaign ained at preventing the
spread of HIV is, of course, to be welcomed provided that
unnecessary fear is not provoked and that this rare disease is
kept in perspective. Certainly, one could argue for more
emphasis on the very low infectivity of the virus under
normal circumstances and on the many ways by which it
cannot be spread.
The gay community is well informed, and homosexual

lifestyle has already changed.5 Many of those who are
infected or at high risk practise the ideal of monogamy
with "safe sex," which implies "dry kissing" and either
mutual masturbation or the careful and consistent use of
condoms. Education- needs to be aimed at highly sexually
active heterosexuals with a message neither dogmatic nor
moralistic. Those outside high risk groups should be advised
to use condoms with all casual partners and to reduce the
number of partners as far as possible.

Evaluation of these educational measures may be difficult,
but an alteration in sexual lifestyle should have a beneficial
effect on other important sexually associated conditions such
as tubal infertility and cervical cancer, which are far more
common than AIDS.
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AIDS: a doctor's duty
Caring for the sick has always been a hazardous occupation.
Even as recently as the first 40 years of this century doctors
and nurses working with patients with diseases such as
typhus or tuberculosis knew they risked infection which
could be fatal. Pathologists risked death if they cut them-
selves in the necropsy room, and until the 1980s-with the
introduction of an effective vaccine-medical and nursing
staff regularly caught hepatitis B and sometimes were killed
by it.

Against that background, how should doctors and nurses
be responding to the rising numbers of patients infected with
the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)? All the evidence
points to the risks being extremely small. HIV seems much
less infectious than the hepatitis B virus, for example, and no
health professional anywhere in the world is known to have
contracted the acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS) nosocomially (though a very few have developed
antibodies to HIV after needlestick injuries).'
Those doctors who are calling for patients to have antibody

tests before they undergo surgical procedures-and those
who refuse to treat patients who have antibodies-are
contributing to current hysteria about the disease. The
antibiotic era has changed public attitudes to infections; this
has been evident in the overreaction by the popular media to
"new" diseases such as legionnaires' disease and Lassa fever.2
Doctors ought to have led public opinion on those occasions,
but-sadly-some doctors contributed to the atmosphere of
fear and isolationism. The same pattern is now being seen
with AIDS; anyone who has kept abreast of reports in even a
single journal should be familiar with the risks and the
reasonable precautions, but some doctors are still making
comments suggesting that they know little about the disease.

In simple terms AIDS and HIV carriage do not represent a
substantial health risk for doctors; if they did there would
have been reports of medical infection from the United
States, where around two million people have antibodies to
HIV. The Royal College of Nursing has had the courage to
recommend the disciplining of any nurse who refuses to care
for a patient infected with HIV.3 Should not the General
Medical Council do the same?
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